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Summary

Upgrade Now

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.74.
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Upgrades are available at no charge
for clients with an active Enterprise
Subscription Agreement. To request
an upgrade or to discuss license
options, please Contact Us.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF314 Cleaning Notes has been created to show notes recorded against cleans in a
manageable format. Maintenance, Observation, and Unable to Clean are separated by the report.
2. The Folio Request document has been updated to allow Shift Statuses to be specified for individuals dates during the request period, this is
controlled by Workflow parameter ShowShiftVisualTab. Shift Statuses may also be updated without changing travel items, this is controlled by
Workflow parameter EnableFolioChangeShiftRequest.
Folio Shift Change Request

Improvements
1. Core Profile Fields have been updated with the ability to add a tooltip for the field. Tooltips are managed via Admin | People | Profile Fields.
[#20292]
2. Workforce Reporting has been updated to disable the install option when the minimum requirements for the specific report are not met.
3. A Description editor has been created for SAM Transport Types. This allows users to specify placeholders for the description which will be updated
as the times of the transports are updated when editing the record. Transport Descriptions are automatically created by SAM if no description is
specified.
4. Workforce Reporting has been updated with a scheduled blackout time. This defaults to between 2300 and 0100. When creating schedules the
system will advise if the time is within the blackout window so users can change the reporting time. This is designed to allow maintenance jobs to
be completed.
5. Workforce Reporting has been updated to improve the handling of large sets of profiles returned where the cancel and ok buttons were off the
screen. This can be seen in Workforce Report SRF287 Resource Transport Audit.

6. Workforce Report SRF203 Transport Loading has been updated with the ability to optionally include waitlisted transports. [#20193]
7. Workforce Report SRF304 SAM No Shows has been updated with /tolids criteria. When specified the report only shows transports originating at
/lids and arriving at /tolids. [#20205]
8. Workforce Report SRF263 New Arrivals has been updated with the ability to include day trippers. When included the room number for day
trippers will be blank. [#20229]
9. Workflow has been updated to not attach itineraries when using the Send to Another Approver functionality.
10. Workforce Report SRF257 Clean Roster and History has been renamed to Cleaning Roster, History and Forecast. This report has been
updated to allow it to be run over a date range. [#20041]
11. Workforce Report SRF229 Room Cleaning History has been updated with a Housekeeping criteria. When used the report will produce data
using the Housekeeping template. This option is only available when the SAM Parameter UseAdvancedCleanDetails is set to Y.
12. The Folio Leave Request has been updated to allow requestors to specify the transports they wish to be booked on, this is controlled by
Workflow Parameter LeaveSelectTransport. Requestors will also be prompted if they do not select an RO at the start of their request to ensure
the correct start date is used.
Leave Request Select Transport

13. SAM Accommodation | Check Availability report has been updated to include owned, non-hotelled rooms if the room has not been occupied
for nine months. This is consistent with the Room Search popup.
14. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest has been updated to allow a custom file name to be specified. This requires the criteria
useCustomFileName to be ticked and a fileNameFormat to be set. The default custom name format is <dd>-<MM>-<yy> <FlightNo>.
[#20282]
15. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated to include waitlisted people when using the /waitlist criteria. [#20031]
16. The SAM cleaning roster has been enhanced to detect when cleans have been re-allocated to another day so that they will not be re-added if the
cleaning roster is re-run for the original date.
17. Workforce Report SRF200 Room Audit by User has been updated to allow the user being reported on to be selected from a list. [#20378]
18. Optimisation of Split Bookings (using SAM Parameter OptRoomFixSplitBookings) has been updated to attempt resolving split bookings when
they are across room types in the same camp.
19. Workforce Report SRF139 Split Bookings has been updated to categorise split bookings within the entire camp, not just the room type. A Kind
column has also been added to show if the split booking is currently onsite or in the future.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF224 Bookings by Date Range where cost codes were incorrectly reported against room locks.
2. Fixed an issue with SAM Reports | Transport | Manifest | Manifest by Date where multi-sector transports were not showing correctly on the
report. [#20232]
3. Fixed an issue with the SAM Night Audit where cleans may be generated for the wrong day if SAM Parameter SameDayClean was set to N.
4. Fixed an issue where SAM Rooms | Cleaning | Cleaning History was not showing the future cleans message in the top banner. [#19610]
5. Fixed an issue where SAM was unable to complete a booking due to the specified room being included in a room lock. [#20227]

6. Fixed an issue where adding a new profile in SAM would not display the default value for a group after saving.
7. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF187 Backcharge could fail with a deadlock message. [#20359]
8. Fixed an issue where moving other people when assigning a room could move people already onsite. This has been updated to only move
bookings in the future.
9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF310 Workforce Kiosk Registered User report where it would not generate if there were more than
2100 enrolled users.
10. Fixed an issue where leading or trailing whitespace in a room number would allow a duplicate room number to be created within a camp.
[#20402]
11. Fixed an issue where Adding a profile via Bulk Profile Update would incorrectly error, even when the profile was correctly added.
12. Fixed an issue where SMS messages which contained the maximum number of characters (480) may not be sent.
13. Fixed an issue where the Workflow Transport Search would use the maximum date for a search instead of the date specified by the user.
14. Fixed an issue where it was possible for a Folio request to include items related to another traveller.
15. Fixed an issue with the Workforce Kiosk mobile app where small screens (e.g. iPhone SE) would not wrap text if it did not fit on the screen.
16. Fixed an issue where the Cleaning History may appear differently if navigated to from the Cleaning Allocation page or the Cleaning History
page. The pages have been updated to consistently display the data.
17. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to add a new profile from Workflow Site Travel requests. [#20391]
18. Fixed an issue where it may be possible for Workforce Reporting schedules to not correctly trigger. [#20392]
19. Fixed an issue with SAM Web Service profile synchronization where profiles added to SAM using SAM Bulk Profile Update were not being
reported as requiring synchronization.
20. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF277 Completed Workflow where the Camp for Roster Requests was not always populated.
21. Fixed an issue where the Advanced Cleaning app was unable to retrieve cleans from SAM due to a timeout.
22. Fixed an issue with performance of reschedules which would cause the Workflow Site Travel document to be unable to process. [#20494]

